
Prologue: Today’s cities are yesterday’s villages..



Historically, human settlements have occupied enviable    
‘naturally subsidised’ positions. 

Having squandered much of our inheritance, today we witness the 
regular paradox between ‘conservation’ and ‘development’.

Thus conservation is not a luxury, but a responsibility.



This is a call for Collective action.

A pool of data, resources and expertise to ensure 
efficacy.

An attempt to bring in a ‘culture’ in the ecological 
fraternity wherein information is allowed to seep into all 
layers.

To go beyond basic checklists and mere quantification, 
towards parameters such as habitat, behavior and 
distribution.



But who’s to ‘handle’ the problem??



VIDEO KILLED THE RADIO 
STAR,                  
PHOTOGRAPHY KILLED 
THE NATURALIST.



According to a modest estimate, there are about 500 
sarpamitra in and around Pune. Even if we assume that 300 of 
these kept 5 (a very conservative guess) ‘specimen’ in captivity, 
it is evident that 1500 snakes are being deprived of their right to 
life apart from assuming their rightful niche in the ecosystem.

$#@
%!!



DIVERSION



“The Hoarsub Scale of ethical 
sensitivity towards biological diversity”
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Protozoa

Echinodermata

Annelida
Mollusca

Myriapoda

Crustacea

Arachnida
Insecta
Pisces
Amphibia
Reptilia
Aves
Mammalia

‘Anthropoda’

Bacteria, Archaea, Molds, Fungi, and lots more!!

Plantae

The ‘Trickle 
Down’

effect in 
conservation

JOKING???

LOSER..

FUNDING 
AVAILABLE!
NEO 
CONSER
VATION

CAN 
HANDLE! 

(FUN)



Kidspeak: Relevant factors!
Size
External Appearance
Eyes!
Ability to produce sound
Blood/ body fluids
Motion
Similarity to ‘Anthropods’



Hence: Is ‘Pain’ an experience or an expression?



THAT’S ENOUGH



If the sarpamitra
community works 
ethically and pools in 
their knowledge and 
energy, an immense 
amount of data can be 
generated.
Permutations and 
combinations of available 
information will bring in a 
high degree of specificity. 
e.g. How many green 
keelbacks were found in 
Karvenagar in the month 
of May when the sky 
was overcast.



Mapping the 
collected data would 
further offer 
interesting insights 
and endless 
possibilities.
This would help 
establish corridors, 
formulate patterns
and trends in the 
population.
Consecutive efforts 
would register 
changes in behavior
and subsequently the 
habitat. 



Speed kills…



Why did the 
snake cross 
the road? 



Food?
Warm surface?

Why did the 
snake cross 
the road? 

Dry 

sur
face?

Regular corridors disturbed?

Continuou
s 

canopy
 broken?

Road 

composition?

All /
 

None?
 

Mating 

instinct?



Roads have been known to produce various kinds of ecological 
consequences including habitat loss and fragmentation. 

Direct effects (roadkills and road construction losses)
Indirect effects (vehicle exhaust and aquatic runoff)

A ‘Death Cascade’ effect may be observed and needs to be 
verified:    





Common sand boa Bamboo pit viper

Buff striped 
keelback

Indian Rock 
Python

Checkered 
keelback

Common 
Catsnake



Each factor 
suspected of 
contributing to 
roadkills can be 
studied and 
analyzed.     

After a substantial 
amount of field 
data, post analysis, 
we could then 
perhaps help 
influence road 
designs which would 
take into account 
the findings of the 
study and would be 
least intrusive.





Scrambled snake Bronzeback sp. Common Trinket

Shieldtail sp. Catsnake sp. Vinesnake

SpectacledCobra Checkered Kb Russels Viper



PROJECT:

PUNE-MULSHI-TAMHINI-DONGARWADI



This data would give us a fair 
idea of what species inhabit our 
surrounding region, habitat 
correlation, distribution, 
behavior and seasonal 
variations along with lots more!

The on road exercise is like a 
vehicular line transect survey. 
This should ideally be 
replicated for the entire 
landscape mosaic.



Survey stats:
Samples the region 

west of Pune city
Covers a length of 

65 kms in 2 stretches
Each stretch has 

been divided into segments 
of 100m each

Sample area has 
been mapped by GPS

Covers only the wet 
forest type for Pune region

EST. 2007



Stretch 
B!!







Vinesnake



soar.hub@gmail.com


